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the flame
Christmas is the spirit of
giving without a thought of
getting.
It is happiness because
we see joy in people.
It is forgetting self
and finding time for others.
It is discarding the meaningless
and stressing the true values.

Thomas S Monson

Sundays in December at RPUC
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17th - Carol Service & C'mas Dinner
(Get your gaudy festive jumper on!)
24th - Two services: 11am & 4pm
11am - Yule & Christmastide
4pm - Christingle
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Simon's
(unseasonably balmy!)
Christmas Address

It seems absolutely surreal to be writing this Christmas piece whilst
sweating in the Mallorcan sun. Last week, on visiting Jasmine in
Tenerife, we went to shop in Lidl and it seemed strange in the heat
to see advent calendars and Christmas stollen, but soon I will be
back in the heart of the dark, dank festivities of the UK!

Carol service and
Christmas lunch - 17/12
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This Christmas is going to be a wonderful time of celebration, in that
we have an exciting programme for December. I would like to
particularly flag up the Carol service on the 17th followed by our
three course sit down Christmas dinner.
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This will be a notch or two up from
our normal lunches in that the food
will be provided by Heavenly Dish, a
catering company with whom we
are building a partnership both to
develop the use of our church as a
wedding reception venue. We hope
this will bring good revenue into our
coffers, and also enable us to set up
a programme to feed homeless
people by accessing surplus food
from supermarkets.
Lynne from Heavenly Dish will be
preparing a three-course Christmas
meal (turkey with trimmings or
vegetarian alternative). As this will
involve some expenditure, we will
be asking those attending the meal
to make a voluntary (cash-only)
donation – we suggest £10–£15 per
person to cover our costs. If you
can’t afford that, pay what you can,
and the church will make up the
shortfall; if you can afford more, any
surplus we make on the day will go
to our sponsored charities.

Thank you all
for your hard work.
A very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!

In order to have an idea of
numbers, we ask you to let us know
by Sunday 3 December that you will
be attending. You can do this either
by adding your name to the sign-up
sheet that will be available in church
or by emailing info@rpuc.org.uk. In
either case, please indicate if you
require the vegetarian option.
In my mind our Christmas dinner is
a great way to celebrate and close
another successful year at RPUC. It
also marks the beginning of the new
year and if last year is anything to
go by 2018 is going to be better
than ever. None of the successes in
our church life are the responsibility
of just one person but of us all
working together creating the type
of community that exhibits our
values in world that much needs our
liberal message. I would like take
this opportunity to thank you all for
working with me. I would also like to
take this opportunity to wish you all
a most peaceful of Christmas' and a
prosperous, happy new year.
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A Word from the Chair
David Watson
It is now nearly nine months since I
took over the chair of RPUC, and
the time has really flown. Time
flying is a phenomenon usually
attributed to enjoying yourself, but
that would be a bit of an
overstatement in this case, as if
you enjoy spending your Sunday
lunchtimes in committee meetings
you probably need to get a life.
Having said that, it has been quite
a fulfilling experience to work with a
team of old hands and fellow
newbies to manage and nurture the
church we all love. That small,
dedicated team is a microcosm of
our wider community, and working
together and building a community
spirit is a big part of what we are
about.
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I’d like to pick out some highlights
for you, but to be honest the work
of the management committee is
predominantly to do with taking
care of the humdrum administrative
and financial duties necessary in
running any organisation and
dealing with the issues that arise in
relation not only to our
congregation but to the many and
various tenants who hire our
church premises and make an
important contribution to our
income. That said, there has been
time for some forward and strategic
thinking, both to do with expanding
our cultural and spiritual activities
to attract more people to our
community and in terms of
continuing to get our finances on a

solid footing in order to sustain our
current ministry and to fund future
developments we might undertake.
In this we have drawn on the work
of the development group – a
normally bi-monthly get-together,
open to everyone, that explores
ways to grow and develop our
church; do come along if you want
to participate in this work, you’ll be
very welcome.
By the time you read this we will
have had our special welcome and
rededication service, where we
receive new members into our fold.
It was a good indication of the way
our community is gradually growing
and drawing in people of all ages
and backgrounds. Of course, you
don’t have to become a full
member of RPUC to participate in
our services or any of our activities.
On our noticeboard outside we
describe ourselves as a ‘radically
inclusive community’, and we do
what it says on the tin: everyone
who walks through our doors is
welcome and becomes part of our
community for as long as they
choose to spend time with us.
However, it remains the case that
many long-term attendees do opt to
become members as a way of
expressing their sense of belonging
to our community.

"...working together and
building a community
spirit is a big part of
what we are about "
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And while membership is
symbolically important to many of us
as a badge of our commitment to
the values of our church, we should
remember that it is also much more
than just a thumbs-up ‘like’ on an ‘I
Love RPUC’ Facebook page. As
Simon said in his address at a
service in October, an important way
in which we protect our free and
liberal religious identity is by being
an entirely autonomous and
independent institution. Unlike
other in many religious
denominations, we as a
congregation are not part of a
larger ecclesiastical structure. We
may affiliate to the General
Assembly of Unitarian and Free
Christian Churches, but we are
not owned by them or subject to
their authority. We are an entirely
free-standing, self-governing
organisation. Though we have a
set of ‘rules’ defined by our
founding Trust document, these
are effectively the constitution by
which we govern ourselves; and
the sovereignty underlying that
government resides essentially in
the church membership. It means
we are in charge of our own
destiny, and thus we shoulder the
responsibility that goes with it:
the buck stops with us, there is
no higher authority to defer to, no
larger body to bail us out. We
have to finance ourselves and
make our own decisions.
So this church of ours stands or falls
on the work put in by us. There are
many jobs, large and small, that
keep this place functioning, and
there are individual volunteers
among us currently doing those
jobs, sometimes more than one job
each, at any given time. In the

spring we will have our Annual
General Meeting, which is
traditionally a time for electing new
church officers and committee
members as well as taking stock of
other roles that need to be filled. We
will doubtless have vacancies in our
team of volunteers – in particular we
could be looking for a new secretary
and lettings officer – and between
now and then I would be grateful if
you could reflect on whether this is
something you feel you could be
part of. We do not demand such
involvement as a price of
membership, nor do we pressurise
people into giving up their time, as
everyone has many demands in
their lives and must be respected
when they make decisions on the
level of commitment that works for
them and those close to them. But if
you feel you might have something
to contribute, let me or Simon or any
committee member know, and we
can discuss how you can help out.

" So this church of ours
stands or falls on the
work put in by us. There
are many jobs, large
and small, that keep
this place functioning "
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We would particularly welcome
interest in joining the
management committee, as we
have been running at a reduced
quorum for a while now and also
would like to give some very longserving committee members a
chance to stand down. And as we
have now introduced fixed threeyear terms for the church offices of
chair, treasurer and secretary, it is
important to be giving new
committee members a chance to
gain experience with a view to
taking on these roles in the future –
my own learning curve as chair this
year has been a rather steep one
due to my inexperience. I know I
didn’t exactly sell committee work
as an exciting prospect in my
opening remarks above, but the
work really is vital for the
continued existence of our
church. But if you are unable to put
yourself forward for the committee,
there are always things to be done
that keep our church the wonderful
place it is now and hopefully will be
long into the future.
Our church, I believe, is slowly
but surely beginning to thrive,
and with your support it will
continue to do so in the years to
come.
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Be in the loop:
If you are unsure about who is
currently on the management
committee, you can find a list of
names on our website at
rpuc.org.uk/people; ask someone in
church to put faces to names if you
are relatively new here and don’t
know who’s who. (There is lots of
other interesting stuff to see on our
website, by the way!) You can opt
into receiving copies of minutes of
management committee meetings
by email, to see for yourself how
gripping they are … If you’re
interested simply drop a line to
info@rpuc.org.uk. We encourage
church members in particular to do
this in order to be fully informed
about the running of the church. Of
course, in the name of
transparency, management
committee meetings are open for
any person from the congregation to
attend and observe; you can also
bring matters you wish to discuss,
though we would prefer it if you
could let us know in advance so we
can include the item in our agenda.
Finally, if you are reading this
newsletter on paper or on the
website, you can ask to have future
issues emailed to you - again, just
contact the email above and ask to
be added to our mailing list.

We would particularly welcome interest in joining the
management committee, as we have been running at a
reduced quorum for a while now and also would like to
give some very long-serving committee members a chance
to stand down.
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Welcome &
Re-Dedication Service

10 new members joined our church
Our Welcome and Rededication service took
place on Sunday 26 November. Ten new
members (out of a total of fourteen who have
applied) were able to be there on the day to
add their names to our membership book, a
similar number to last year and an indication
of how our community is steadily
growing.
There was a good turnout in church on the
day, and many in the congregation stayed
behind afterwards for a bring-and- share
lunch, including Ashura puddings provided by
our friends from the local Turkish Muslim
community, which is itself developing into an
annual RPUC tradition!
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Services are on Sundays at 11am >
Led by Rev. S Ramsay, unless otherwise
stated .

DEC
services

Organ rota >
3, 10, 17, 24 Margaret Lord .
24 Christopher Johnson (Christingle) .
Coffee >
Will be a joint effort .

Advent: A time of preparation

3

As we approach the hectic Christmas season it is easy to get
caught up with the busy-ness. In this service we will look at
keeping the Christmas season in perspective and what motifs
we may take from the Christmas story to keep emotional and
spiritual balance.

The liberal religious view of the Christmas story
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During one of the most significant of Christian festivals it is
easy to assume that there is just one way of viewing the
Christmas story. There are, however, great liberal religious
perspectives posited by mystics such as Meister Eckhart and
more recently James Luther Adams who show that there are
different ways of seeing this time of year.

Carol Service and Christmas Lunch
Whether you agree with the words of the Carols or not, I think
that most people like to belt out Christmas carols with
reckless abandon! There will also be some alternative, even
humorous readings, to get us in the mood for Christmas.

8

Please note that you are all encouraged to wear your most
gaudy Christmas jumper! As you will have noted several times
by now - there will also be a Christmas Dinner .... So lets eat
and make merry!

17
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Yule and Christmastide (11am)
The winter solstice festival of Yule has been
around for much longer than the Christian
festival of Christmastide. In this service I will look
at some of the older traditions and practices. In
this service there will be the opportunity to
participate in elements of traditional earth-spirit
rituals. **Please note: Lindsay will need
volunteers to help make the Christingles after
the morning, in advance of the 4pm service.
Your help will be hugely appreciated**

24
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Christingle (4pm)
You are invited to enter the mystery and magic of
the festive season with songs, stories, readings
and the lighting of our traditional Christingle
candles in the darkness. Suitable for children
and adults alike! Rev. Lindsay Stevens, Interfaith
Minister and friend of the congregation, will take
this service.
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Services are on Sundays at 11am >
Led by Rev. S Ramsay, unless
otherwise stated .

JAN
services

Organ rota >
7, 14, 21 Margaret Lord .
28 Christopher Johnson .
Coffee >
Will be a joint effort .

New beginnings and new years resolutions
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Many of us find that the with the end of the old year and
advent of the new is a great time to manifest those things that
will improve the quality of our life……many of us also fail
within a short space of time to live up to our high aspirations.
In this service I will look at how we make our resolutions stick.

Makar Sankranti

14

Makar Sankranti is the Hindu festival where the lengthening of
days is celebrated. In the depth of winter it is hard to imagine
the lengthening of days when it seems so cold and gloomy!
This service we will look at the themes of the festival and the
importance in keeping a larger perspective in the turning of
the year.

*9.30am Reflective breakfast*
The power to be free and be me!
Following the theme of the morning reflective breakfast we
will look at unconditional self-acceptance as a platform for
further spiritual development to made. In this service we will
look at the tension of loving oneself against the necessary
energy it takes to facilitate real change in our spiritual life.

10
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Candles for joy and concern
As a community we are connected with one another and as
such it does us good to hear the stories of others in our
community. In this service you will be invited to light a candle
and to share with other those things in life that you are joyful
and thankful for and to name those aspects in your life that
most concern you.

Points to Discuss!
From David Strachan

" We can probably live without
God, but living without experts
is a dangerous fantasy "

Source:
New Scientist 28 October 2017
Editorial comment on article exploring plummeting faith
in public institutions and their substitution with growing
trust in often-superficial online peer networks that also
risk being subverted by untrustworthy individuals...

11
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Monday 4 | 7-8.30 pm
Development Group

DEC
calendar

An open working group looking for ways to grow and enhance our
church community and explore options for its sustainable future. Bring
your energy and ideas.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Every Tuesday (last 2017 class 19/12) | 6.30-7.45 pm
Light Tribe Yoga
A yoga class designed to increase emotional resilience and build
strength. Especially helpful for carers.
Contact : Clare Taylor

Every Wednesday* | 2–3 pm
Coffee with the minister
Simon will be available at Tide Tables near Richmond Bridge if you
wish to drop by for a chat. This is an open social gathering, but one-toone pastoral sessions are also bookable later in the afternoon or at any
other time needed.
**Check with Simon when the last Dec Tide Tables meet up will be
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay

Wednesday 6 | 1-3 pm
Stitches and Stories (Holland Room)
Our craft and storytelling group meets to knit, crochet or sew items to
be donated to charity. Good company and good causes make for a
lovely afternoon.
Contact : Margaret Lord
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Friday 8 | 7-8 pm
Creative Journaling
The journalling group, all warmly welcomed, shares silence, a
check-in, takes time for writing or reflection, some time for sharing
as wished. Sometimes we work with a theme, sometimes the theme
emerges out of our check-in.
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Contact: Kitty Lloyd Lawrence, Helen Nicholls

Sunday 10 | 12.30 pm-2 pm
Management Committee
As is our tradition, these are open to all to attend, unless a sensitive
agenda item is tabled.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Sunday 17 | 11 am
Carol service & Christmas meal

In other
news!
RPUC
online
Sometime before the end of the year we
will be installing wireless broadband in
the church. We hope that this will be
useful to both members of the
congregation and tenants who rent our
premises. Password details etc. will be
passed on in due course.

Lindsay
would still like
your wool scraps!
Please contact her
on 07452 993356
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Wednesday 3 | 1-3 pm
Stitches and Stories (Holland Room)

JAN
calendar

Our craft and storytelling group meets to knit, crochet or sew items to
be donated to charity. Good company and good causes make for a
lovely afternoon.
Contact : Margaret Lord

Friday 5 | 7-8 pm
Creative Journaling
The journalling group, all warmly welcomed, shares silence, a check-in,
takes time for writing or reflection, some time for sharing as wished.
Sometimes we work with a theme, sometimes the theme emerges out
of our check-in.
Contact: Kitty Lloyd Lawrence, Helen Nicholls

Every Tuesday (first 2018 class 9/1) | 6.30-7.45 pm
Light Tribe Yoga
A yoga class designed to increase emotional resilience and build
strength. Especially helpful for carers.
Contact : Clare Taylor

Every Wednesday* | 2–3 pm
Coffee with the minister
Simon will be available at Tide Tables near Richmond Bridge if you
wish to drop by for a chat. This is an open social gathering, but one-toone pastoral sessions are also bookable later in the afternoon or at any
other time needed.
**Check with Simon when the first Jan Tide Tables meet up will be
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay

Sunday 14 | 12.30-2 pm
Management Committee
14

As is our tradition, these are open to all to attend, unless a sensitive
agenda item is tabled.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson
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Caught Red-Handed
or
Ain't Nobody Here But Us Chickens
David Strachan

Caught Red-Handed.
Or should that be ‘red-combed’?
One Sunday morning a few weeks ago I draw back the living
room curtains, lean forward to open the window to air the
house and see two hens pecking around the bottom of the
bird-feeder pole for fallen scraps. If hens could put their
wings in their pockets, turn, whistle and feign innocence...
One of the minor entertainments of living in the country! However,
these are are no mere passing opportunists but repeat offenders
escaped for the umpteenth time from the careless custody of a
neighbour’s run. It is deep autumn, well past the growing season and
the garden is acquiring a seasonal unkemptness so I am not so
concerned about their earlier acts of herbaceous vandalism, grubbing
up the flower beds for titbits. Instead of shouting and flapping my arms
around I stop at a mild scolding – which is about as effective as
reasoning with a pair of cheeky teenagers as they retreat just out of
sight then thanklessly creep back with that same nonchalant gait.
The weather has moved on since then. As I write, it is not yet officially
winter but it sends an advance warning: the hills wear a thin skull-cap
of first snow, trees almost bare, grounded leaves turn to mulch. Icy
pavements catch us by surprise. Then the sun breaks out and nature
appears trimmed of the year’s softer growth, neat in faded tans, greys
and grass chilled into subdued greens. Uplifting, but another
increasingly frequent intimation of the winter of the soul.
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It is in the bones and in the clock (especially having reached official
retirement age, though I am far from retired), although minor tribulations
apart I enjoy - I have to think twice about using that word – pretty good
health. I and an increasing number of us are privileged to ‘enjoy’, on
average, longer and healthier lives and enjoyment implies Thanks.
Thanks to God, to the mysterious universe that brought us into
existence in such a way that we can contemplate it, to some existential
reality or to all. Or none, to just let ourselves feel thankful rather than
cynical.
Any time is good and the end of the year is perhaps a better time than
most, when in the depths of cold and colds, when the light is dim and
the colour drains out of the natural world, the temporary fulfilment of
Christmas presents subsides and the decorations merge into the
background.

Thanks, whether mundane or profound, bring a little light
into our souls and the souls of others.
So I caught myself red-handed, starting to think of the weight of the
years rather the joy of (still) being and the appreciation of what I have.
Like the infernal fowl, I creep cheekily back – but thankful for the scraps.

Thanks to God, to the
mysterious universe that
brought us into existence in
such a way that we can
contemplate it, to some
existential reality or to all. Or
none, to just let ourselves
feel thankful rather than
cynical.
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PS If you ever wondered where
the phrase comes from...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DGs6TDeXo8E
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God Knows (The Gate Of The Year)
-- Minnie Louise Haskins, 1908 --

And I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year:
“Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown.”
And he replied:
“Go out into the darkness and put your hand into the Hand of God.
That shall be to you better than light and safer than a known way.”
So I went forth, and finding the Hand of God, trod gladly into the night.
And He led me towards the hills and the breaking of day in the lone East.
So heart be still:
What need our little life
Our human life to know,
If God hath comprehension?
In all the dizzy strife
Of things both high and low,
God hideth His intention.
God knows. His will
Is best. The stretch of years
Which wind ahead, so dim
To our imperfect vision,
Are clear to God. Our fears
Are premature; In Him,
All time hath full provision.
Then rest: until
God moves to lift the veil
From our impatient eyes,
When, as the sweeter features
Of Life’s stern face we hail,
Fair beyond all surmise
God’s thought around His creatures
Our mind shall fill.
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We are a radically inclusive community of open hearts
and open minds, where individuals are free to trust
their conscience in matters of spiritual inquiry, and the
inherent worth and dignity of all humankind is
celebrated, irrespective of race, social status, gender or
sexual orientation.

Minister | Rev. Simon Ramsay
07915 618549 |
minister@rpuc.org.uk
Newsletter editor I Clare Taylor
newsletter@rpuc.org.uk
General inquiries
info@rpuc.org.uk | 020 8332 9675
(answering machine)
Lettings inquiries
lettings@rpuc.org.uk
Postal correspondence to the
church address in the first instance

Find us
We are ten minutes’ walk
from Richmond Station
(Southwest Trains,
London Overground and
District Line) and two
minutes’ walk from the
bus station. Cars can
enter Ormond Road one
way only (from the
Richmond Bridge end)
https://goo.gl/maps/
cTtbX8acyY12

RPUnitarian
@rpunitarian
richmondandputneyunitarianchurch
www.rpuc.org.uk

RPUC, Ormond Road, Richmond, Surrey, TW10 6TH

